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Preface
The mathematical theory of frames in Hilbert spaces originates in the 1952 work “A Class of
Nonharmonic Fourier Series” by R.J. Duffin and A.C. Schaeffer. Although this article focuses on Fourier
expansions, the authors already anticipate the usefulness of the mathematical concept of frames, as they
provide the fundamental theory of frames in abstract Hilbert spaces. Since the advent of wavelets and
generalized Gabor systems in the 1980s, there have been many new developments in the theory of frames,
accompanied by important applications in areas such as harmonic and functional analysis, approximation
theory, numerical analysis, sampling theory, and signal processing, to name only a few. In a sequence of
three special issues on frames in harmonic analysis, several articles that give an overview of current
developments of this active and interdisciplinary field of research will be presented. This first special
issue collects articles related to the theory of frames in Banach spaces and nonlinear approximation,
frames in shift-invariant spaces and affine frames, and applications of affine frames to high-resolution
image reconstruction.
Although frame theory was first developed in a Hilbert space setting, there exists an increasing interest
in the study of frames in Banach spaces. One of the motivations relies on the investigation of nonlinear
approximation by wavelet bi-frame systems. Such systems are defined as dual pairs of frames, each of
which is composed of dyadic scaling and multi-integer shifts of a small number of compactly supported
functions. In the article by Borup, Gribonval, and Nielsen, a characterization of Besov spaces is given
by certain norms of the coefficients in the frame expansion. For a wavelet bi-frame system, the range
of Besov spaces for which the characterization is valid is directly linked to the number of vanishing
moments of the dual frame, and furthermore (at least in the univariate case) the range can be expanded by
an oversampling of the bi-frame system. Results on nonlinear approximation and sparse representations
are included as well. In their article, Cordero and Gröchenig introduce the localization properties of
frames as a new tool for analyzing frame decompositions in Banach spaces. The localization of a frame
with respect to a Riesz basis is determined by the decay properties of the mixed Gramian matrix with
both the Riesz basis and its dual. In a quite general setting, these properties are shown to be sufficient for
(unconditional) convergence of the canonical frame expansion in Banach and quasi-Banach spaces. As
a consequence, the standard frame algorithm of successive approximation is stable in a range of Banach
spaces. The general setting of localized frames is employed to recover results on nonlinear approximation
and the characterization of Besov spaces without the use of “hard analysis” and without assuming that
the frame or dual frame has a special dyadic structure.
Abstract frame theory in Hilbert space still has many new facets to be explored. In place of the
canonical duals of frames, the article by Christensen and Eldar considers oblique dual frames, which
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their spans) consisting of translates of finitely many functions, and affine and quasi-affine systems, which
are likewise frames for their spans, are the subject of the article by Weber. The main results characterize
when the ranges of the analysis operators of such frames are orthogonal. This type of orthogonality is
useful for multiple access communications. Applications to computing dual frames and superframes are
also included.
The article by Chan, Riemenschneider, L. Shen, and Z. Shen highlights the application of tight wavelet
frames to high-resolution image reconstruction. The underlying model by Bose and Boo reconstructs a
high-resolution image from multiple low-resolution (degraded) samples of a true scene captured at sub-
pixel displacements. Deconvolution and denoising of the observed image are combined into an iterative
scheme based on a tight wavelet frame, where the constituents of the frame only depend on the raw
geometrical data of the sensor arrays. In particular, the same symmetric low-pass and high-pass filters
can be employed even in the presence of displacement errors, and boundary artifacts of the deblurring
are largely reduced.
The idea for this sequence of special issues arose from discussions with Charles Chui. We thank him
for his constant support during the process leading up to this publication. Also, we thank all the authors
who submitted manuscripts and all the referees for their hard work and conscientious refereeing.
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